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Abstract - Invigilations are mandatory from universities to schools. Despite the huge advancements intechnology, 
Educational institutions still apportinginvigilations manually. This paper presents one of the approach towards the 
cybernation and care is taken to allot as per his/her role. The inputs that are needed for the allotment of invigilations is total 
number of invigilations and invigilators, their category which are all solicited from user . It allows ratios to differentiate the 
roles which is also taken from user . Once all the requested inputs are arrived. The software automatically allots the number 
of invigilations for each candidate and presented for the user. It completely reduces the human strain as well as man made 
mistakes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cybernation is the trend going on from home 

appliances[1], mining[2] etc., to no end. It changes the 

way things are proceeding into a much faster, reliable 

and efficient.  Not only the industries, cybernation 

invaded the few universities. Many features like 
vigilance system[5], authentication[4], etc., were 

added into the system. It also changes the traditional 

ways of attendance[3], room allotment[6] etc.,. into 

much more sophisticated manner. Even though many 

universities cybernate their invigilation system, they 

are not able to allot the invigilations as per their 

designation requirement. This paper aims to show a 

solution . 

 

Many programming languages can be used to create 

this kind of application but python is found to be the 
best because of its versatility. Python can be used in 

many fields such as scientific [7,8], signal processing 

and image processing[10], Robotics and 

mechatronics[9], Microwave and RFengineering[15], 

IoT[11,12], data analysis [21,23], Cloud 

computing[13], Big data analysis[16], Desktop 

applications, web based applications[17], database 

applications[18], Wireless sensor networks[19], 

Networking applications[20], Machine 

learning[21,22], Artificial Intelligence, Games etc.,. 

and it is also one of the easiest languages in the world.  

 
Educational boards like Raspberry pi supports python, 

Arduino boards also in addition to Arduino, supports 

python. Guido Van Rossum[14], creator of python 

makes it feature rich by observing different concepts 

from different languages. Some are scripting language 

features from Perl and Shell script, Object oriented 

programming from C++, Functions from C, Modular 

programming from Modular-3 etc.,. Python supports 

two modes of operation – Interactive mode( command 

mode which gives immediate output after each python 

statement) and script mode (the python statements are 
stored as .py files and executed at once) Because of its 

versatility major companies and Organisations[15] 

like Google, NASA, Youtube, Drop Box etc.,. are 

using python. . 

 

II. INPUTS 

 

In order to solicit the requirements like total 
invigilations, faculty count etc., the built in function 

called input is used but input takes the values as 

strings. Hence, they are converted into integer using 

int. 

 

In a university, the workload of a faculty depends on 

his/her designation. The freedom is provided for user 

to add the designations and their count which are all 

stored using dictionaries of python. Assume the 

designations added are Assistant Professor, Associate 

Professor and Professor and let their count be 29, 19 
and 9.  The name of the designation and its count are 

stored as key and value of dictionary. The university 

may have additional designations like scientist, 

Research scholar etc., the software asks for total 

designations and a for loop is called to add the name 

and count of that specific designation into the 

dictionary. 

 

III. METHODS OF ALLOTING 

INVIGILATIONS 

 

The software asks for options to choose based on the 
requirement of the institute. Since python doesn’t 

support case as in c, if - elif are used to execute the 

specific choice. 

 

A. Choice 1 

The first choice allots invigilations considering all are 

equal which means Let the total invigilations be 320. 

The total faculty are 29+19+9 = 57. The invigilation 

for each faculty = 320/57 = 5.6 which means 5 or 6. 

The faculty that are needed for 6 invigilations = Total 

invigilations – Total faculty x 5 = 320 – 57 x 5 = 35. 
And faculty for 5 invigilations = 57-35 = 22. 
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B. Choice 2 

The second and third choices allows the allotment of 
invigilations based on his/her designation.  The 

second choice requests for the user the percentage of 

total invigilations per category and allot as per that 

percentage. Assume that the percentage of total 

invigilations given for assistant professor and 

associate professor are 63 and 27 respectively. The 

software don’t ask for last category i.e., professor 

because of the percentage of last category = 100 – 

sum of the percentages of all other categories. Hence, 

the percentage of total invigilations for professor = 

100 – 63 – 27 = 10. From the percentages, the 

software first needs to find the invigilations as per the 
category as total invigilations x percentage/100. 

For Assistant professor, the invigilations = 320 x 

63/100 = 201.6. In any of the category if there is a 

floating point value then atleast one of other 

categories must have a  floating point value. If all the 

point values are seperated and added, the result must 

be 1 which means one invigilation. Since one doesn’t 

cause much difference it will be assigned to one of 

the invigilator of last category. Hence, 201.6 is 

rounded off to 201. Invigilations per Assistant 

Professor = 201/29 = 6.93 which means 6 or 7. 
Faculty needed for seven invigilations = 201 – 29x6 = 

27 and six are 29-27 = 2. 

Similarly for Associate professor, invigilations are 

86.4 and invigilations per Associate Professor = 

86/19 = 4.52 which specifies 4 or 5. Faculty needed 

for five =  86 – 19x4 = 10 and Nine faculty will be 

assigned four invigilaotions. 

For the last category Professor, the invigilations = 320 

x 10/100 = 32 which means 32 + 1 (since one will be 

assigned to last category if any point values are there) 

= 33. Invigilators per Professor = 33/9 = 3.66 that 

means 3 or 4. Four invigilations is for (33-3x9=) 6 
faculty and the remaining 3 will be assigned three 

invigilations each 

 

C. Choice 3 

The third choice of allotment is based on ratio. Let the 

ratio of invigilations for Assistant Professor : 

Associate Professor : Professor = 5 : 4 : 3. The 

software works as if five invigilations are alloted for 

each Assistant Professor then  four and three 

invigilations must be alloted per Associate Professor 

and Professor respectively. This is the best choice to 
allot invigilations among three. If ratio is given as 

1:1:1, then it is same as the first choice. The drawback 

of second choice is it is difficult to predict  number of 

invigilations per faculty based  on the percentages 

which is completlyovercomed by this choice. The 

individual count of the categories is different from 

each other. Hence, there is a need of conversion of the 

ratio. The new ratio of p:q:r is a x p/(p+q+r) : b x 

q/(p+q+r) : c x r/(p+q+r).where p,q and r are the 

individual counts of categories. Hence, for 5:4:3, the 

new ratio is 12.08 : 6.33 : 2.25. 

The invigilations for Assistant Professors = 320 x 

12.08/(12.08+6.33+2.55) = 187.09. As discussed in 
choice 2, it gets rounded off to 187. Individual 

invigilations = 187/29 = 6.44 which specifies 6 or 7. 

Having 7 are (187-29x6=) 13 and 6 are 16. 

 

Similarly invigilations for Associate Professors = 98 

and 3 will get 6 and 16 will get 5 invigilations and the 

total invigilations for Professor are 35 and 8 will get 4 

and 1 will get 3 invigilations. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Since python is platform independent, the same code 
can run on Windows, Linux, Mac, 

Raspibian(Raspberry Pi) etc.,. 

 

A. Input 

 

 
 

B. Choice 1 

 

 
 

C. Choice 2 

 

 
 

D. Choice 3 
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CONCLUSION 
 
The software is limited to decide the invigilation count 

as per the designation which is not sufficient to 

cybernate the complete invigilation system . Also it 

can be used only as a desktop application or can run 

on boards like raspberry pi and other which supports 

python. Hence, it is difficult to make aware and 

spread. But it is made as a web app using python 

frameworks like flask or Django, any university can 

make use of this app. 
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